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“To incorporate mindfulness into your daily routine, begin by paying attention with full awareness to

whatever you are doing in that particular moment. There are many things to pay attention to with

more mindfulness; drinking, eating, talking, washing, driving, spending time with a loved one, etc.

This slows you down and you are more in tune with what you are doing. Also, this brings about more

curiosity since you are practicing being without judgment and you are actually beginning to see things

with what the Zen Buddhists call a ‘beginner’s mind’. There is much research out there on the benefits

of practicing mindfulness,” says Farin.

Here’s an example: Let’s say you are taking a

walk on a summer’s day. You are surrounded by

green grass, tall green tree tops; orange, yellow,

red, purple and white petals from flowers

swaying to the cool, light breeze passing by.

 Most people never really see or feel any of

those things when they are walking. Instead

they are thinking about dinner that night, what

meetings they have tomorrow and will Billy pass

his math class … The only way to trully be

mindful is to empty your mind of all thought except the experience you feel and witness surrounding

you at any given moment.

Is it logical to think you can do this every minute of the day? No. But you can pick certain times of the

day to really enjoy the moment. When you do that, all the futuristic worrying seems to be much

smaller in its importance.

Another thing that can be helpful in stress reduction is meditation. “Many people think meditation

means you must sit in a lotus position in complete silence somewhere. However, the true definition of

meditation is being consciously aware of a full breathe — a full inhale and full exhale. Meditation can

really be done anywhere!

“To incorporate meditation into your daily routine practice paying attention to your breathing more

often. Take a few minutes to sit down in a comfortable position and begin noticing the rhythm of your

breathing. While doing so, if your mind begins to wander then gently bring your attention back to

your breathing. Doing this over and over will allow a meditative state to occur,” reveals Farin.

Of course with anything, practice makes perfect. When you direct your focus to your breath and really

try to feel it — is it cool or warm … what color is it? Is it fast or slow? Try to slow it down … Focusing

on those seemingly insignificant details can make all the difference between you and unmanaged

stress.

If these exercises don’t work for you, and you really don’t want to go in to see a therapist (or can’t),

you could also try online counseling. “As long as these other avenues are HIPAA compliant and

confidentiality is viewed as highest priority, then I am all for people receiving assistance or support in

any way they choose or need,” says Farin. Those two points he mentions are very important. HIPPA

compliant and confidentiality.

So – what is the key to happiness? Farin reflects, “I believe that gratitude, empathy, kindness and

happiness are all closely linked. Happiness is a state of being, and being grateful is a part of this

state, as is being empathic and kind. The more grateful you are the more happy you can become. The

less angry and critical you are the more kind and empathic you can be.”

Let your imagination run free this summer.

Journey into a world of action fantasy with

popular French comics heroine Adèle Blanc-Sec

as she leaps from the pages to the screen!

Families and the young-at-heart across America

will be captivated by Luc Besson’s The

Extraordinary Adventures of Adele Blanc-Sec,

which unleashes on DVD and

on two-disc Blu-ray combo pack on August 13,

2013. Read More

Is There a Cure for the Summertime
Blues?

Many people look forward to the summertime

for various reasons. Some people like to bake in

the sun, others like to take vacations and the

rest of us may just be happy to get away from

the cold weather for a little while. Not everyone

loves this fun-in-the-sun season however. Read

More
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White House Down, Action Packed

It is true — if you focus your attention more on the things you have to be grateful for, you will spend

less time focusing on the negative … thus making you “happier”. I keep a gratitude journal. Every day

I write down five things I am thankful for … whether it is a roof over my head, food in my stomach or

people I love … whatever it is you are grateful for today will keep you going tomorrow.

So, is summer so bad — aside from the incredible heat, hurricanes, tornados and sand that just never

seems to get out of your hair the more you go to the beach? Nah. It’s not so bad.

Isaac Farin is a licensed marriage and family therapist, a certified clinical

hypnotherapist, a medical meditation consultant, stress management

consultant and a mental health clinician. He is also the co-developer of

Longboard Therapy, in which he uses longboarding (riding a longboard

skateboard) as an intervention while working with clients in an outdoor

environment. Longboard Therapy is a dynamic and action-oriented

psychotherapeutic environment and it is also a metaphor to creating

positive change in one’s life.
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Jenna Bensoussan is an entertainment, lifestyle and wellness writer and editor. She

served as executive editor for Smart Talk Magazine, associate editor for Counselor

Magazine, and continues to serve as contributing editor for ACED Magazine. She has

also contributed to newspapers such as the Boynton Times. Bensoussan holds a B.A.

in communication and public relations from Florida Atlantic University.

Waze Up? Social Meets GPS Maps …

There is a great new app out there called Waze.

It is a social app, but it also serves as a way to

outsmart traffic on daily commutes to and from

work — or anywhere else you may be driving to.

This app utilizes the GPS on your mobile device

(Smart Phone or iPhone) and keeps an

up-to-date report on current traffic conditions,

places to avoid, etc. […]
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